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The Word Is Murder: The bestselling mystery from the ...
Anthony Horowitz isn’t afraid to change up the classic mystery, and “The Word Is Murder” is no exception. After “The Magpie Murders,” in which a script for a classic mystery is embedded ...
Buy The Word Is Murder 9781784757236 by Anthony Horowitz ...
But there’s far more to The Word is Murder than the mystery itself. The book is about writing – the writing life, the business of it and, most of all, what makes a good story. The humorous arguments between the men about Horowitz’s need to learn more about his subject, ...
The Word is Murder Summary | SuperSummary
Buried secrets, murder and a trail of bloody clues lie at the heart of Anthony Horowitz's page-turning new detective series. If you enjoyed BBC's Sherlock, you'll LOVE The Word is Murder. Chosen as one of Crime Time 's books of the year

The Word Is Murder A
The Word is Murder by Anthony Horowitz is a 2017 Harper publication. A clever, droll, and highly entertaining murder mystery! Former Detective Inspector Hawthorne has approached Anthony Horowitz- yes, the real author is a character in the story- to write a book about him.
Anthony Horowitz On 'The Word Is Murder' : NPR
Readers’ questions about The Word Is Murder (Hawthorne, #1). 12 questions answered.
THE WORD IS MURDER | Kirkus Reviews
"The Word Is Murder" is Anthony Horowitz's new novel. He joins us from London. Thanks so much for being with us. ANTHONY HOROWITZ: It's a pleasure. Thank you. And what a wonderful way to describe ...
‘The Word Is Murder’: A Mystery that Blends Fiction and ...
The Word is Murder (2017), a crime novel by Anthony Horowitz, follows a private detective who must work out if the events are connected when a woman plans her own funeral and is murdered six hours later. The first book in the Hawthorne series, critics praise its original plot and characterization.
Book review of The Word is Murder by Anthony Horowitz
The following version of this book was used to create this study guide: Horowitz, Anthony. The Word is Murder. Century, 2017. As the narrative opens, Diana Cowper goes to Cornwallis and Sons, a funeral parlor, to arrange her funeral. Someone strangles her to death six hours later. Anthony Horowitz ...
The Word Is Murder: The bestselling mystery from the ...
"THE WORD IS MURDER is a brilliantly created work of art and New Fiction, and Horowitz deserves any expected accolades and awards that will arise from it. I closed the book actually wishing Hawthorne was a real person, or at the very least a fictional character to be used in recurring stories."
The Word Is Murder | Read Book Summary
the word is murder by Anthony Horowitz RELEASE DATE: June 5, 2018 Television writer/Christie-loving Sherlock-ian Horowitz ( Magpie Murders , 2017, etc.) spins a fiendishly clever puzzle about a television writer/Christie-loving Sherlock-ian named Anthony Something who partners with a modern Sherlock Holmes to solve a baffling case.
The Word Is Murder — Reader Q&A
Having thoroughly enjoyed Anthony Horowitz’s “meta” mystery, “Magpie Murders”, I joyfully dove into “The Word is Murder” which has similar playful “conceits”. While not quite a book-inside-a-book, “The Word is Murder” is about Horowitz (yes, he’s written himself into the story) collaborating with a former Detective Inspector named Hawthorne, to both solve a murder and ...
The Word Is Murder (Hawthorne, #1) by Anthony Horowitz
The Word is Murder. Standalone Books Series. It’s been two years since Injustice aired and Detective Daniel Hawthorne needs cash. Having gotten himself fired from his job at the Metropolitan police, Hawthorne decides to approach Anthony Horowitz.
The Word is Murder Reviews, Discussion Questions and Links
The Word Is Murder is clever in a way that never feels laboured or gimmicky, and draws on the traditions of the best of detective fiction while while still retaining a genuine originality that really helps it stand out from the crowd. Read more. 3 people found this helpful. Helpful.
The Word Is Murder Summary & Study Guide
`The Word is Murderis an appreciation of the crime fiction genre and all the greatest crime fiction writers. It's a homage to our favourite detectives and our favourite sidekicks. The Word is Murder follows the conventions of the thriller genre but it also feels new and original.
The Word Is Murder | Bookreporter.com
REVIEWS: The Word is Murder Seattle Pi Kirkus Reviews GoodReads Book Companion Anthony Horowitz has brilliantly reinvented the classic crime novel. One bright spring morning in London, Diana Cowper – the wealthy mother of a famous actor - enters a funeral parlor.
The Word Is Murder by Anthony Horowitz: Summary and reviews
At the core The Word is Murder is a very familiar crime tale. Horowitz wrote Midsomer Murders and it has that same traditional English crime feel to it. We like our murders to somehow feel quaint. The premise is very intriguing. A lady walks into a funeral parlour to order her own service only to end up dead hours later.
The Word is Murder - Anthony Horowitz | Author | Alex ...
The Word is Murder is the first in a series of crime novels starring Detective Daniel Hawthorne. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 . This shopping feature will continue to load items when the Enter key is pressed.
The Word Is Murder: The bestselling mystery from the ...
The Word is Murder primarily stands out from the mystery genre crowd because of its ingenious meta style. Horowitz writes as if the events of the novel actually occurred, with some chapters even being written as if they were part of the later-published true-crime book about the Cowper murder.
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